SPECIALISTS IN HISTOPATHOLOGY
DERMATOPATHOLOGISTS
InfinityPATH founded in beautiful Brisbane, Queensland in 2011, is a non-corporate
boutique Histopathology laboratory consisting of a passionate team of people who are
focused on quality service for our doctors, patients and colleagues. InfinityPATH is one
of the largest and fastest-growing independent private pathology labs in Australia.
We are seeking an Experienced Anatomical Pathologists (specialising in skin
pathology) to join our dedicated InfinityPATH team in Underwood, Brisbane.
InfinityPATH offer tailormade packages including profit sharing to assist and safeguard
you and your professional network now and into the future.
Package also includes conference/study leave and allowance; relocation expenses can
be negotiated if required.
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With an experienced team of inhouse software developers, InfinityPATH are one of
the pioneers of advanced Laboratory Information Systems (LIS) in Australia.
InfinityPATH’s custom built LIS is designed to facilitate efficient high-quality reporting
for our pathologists and to enable easy communication of information.
InfinityPATH’s vast logistics network extends nationwide, from major towns and cities
to regional areas including mining districts.
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You will be supported by a dedicated, steadfast, and skilled team of scientists and
administration staff. There are no complex surgical specimens, frozen sections or oncalls duties, ensuring an excellent work/life balance.
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With regular multi-header sessions to discuss the interesting cases, access to
nationally recognised experts in the field (both on-site and off-site) and support for
participation in national and international conferences, you will be able to further
develop your expertise.
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The successful applicants will require Fellowship of Royal College of Australasia
(FRCPA) and must be eligible for Specialist Registration with AHPRA.
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Be a part of the team making a difference in the pathology industry - come and join
the InfinityPATH team!
For expression of interest or for more information contact Mr. Mitchell Wan on
0418 745 750 (mobile) or Email mitchell.wan@infinitypath.com.au

Head Ofﬁce & Laboratory South City One, Unit 6, 3245 Logan Road,
Underwood, Brisbane QLD 4119
Email: admin@inﬁnitypath.com.au

